
BASE CAMP 9200 OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC. 
ANNUAL MEETING 

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2018  10:00 AM MOUNTAIN TIME 
MOUNTAIN CHALET PROPERTY MANAGEMET OFFICE 

MEETING MINUTES 
Conference Call Number: 1-888-296-6500 

Passcode: 716440# 
APPROVED 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
The meeting was called to order at 10:04 AM 
 
PROOF OF NOTICE 
Mountain Chalet verified that notices were sent out in accordance with law. 
 
QUORUM (20%) 
There was a quorum. We had six owners present and 2 proxies.  
Present: Nancy Nemhauser (board), Steve Franklin (board), Linda Mounce (board), Richard Adams 
(owner), Glen McCloskey (owner), Don Jermain (owner), Eric Mowrey (MCPM), Janet Meinen (MCPM), 
Chad Griffith (MCPM), Jeff Johnston (The Roofing Company), Mike Kimbrough (The Roofing Company). 
 
GUEST SPEAKERS-THE ROOFING COMPANY 
Mike Kimbrough led the discussion initially. TRC has worked on the roof at Base Camp since it was built. 
They installed the original roof 12 years ago.  
 
TRC has been involved most years with snow and ice removal except for a couple of years where a 
different company was used.  
 
Mike has been putting together a proposal after a thorough evaluation of the present condition of the 
heat cable. There has been some heat cable replacement starting with the upper buildings but there are 
still at least two units left to do----units 494 and 496. The proposal will include finishing that building. 
Mike pointed out that over the last few years there has been retrofitting with spray foam insulation in 
building E. This process was not available at time of construction. Mike indicated that much has been 
learned and now that building E is done it is easy to see the benefits. The super insulation has resulted in 
dramatic reduction of expenses related to snow and ice removal for that building. Owners should also 
be seeing reduction in utility bills. Mike stated that after the super insulation project was complete there 
was misunderstanding among some that heat cable would no longer be needed there. He pointed out 
that heat cable may not be needed on the roof but still is required in gutters and downspouts. Mike is 
putting in his proposal the cost to replace heat tape for gutters and downspouts where it is not working. 
Many downspouts have already been destroyed through the freezing and expansion. Both building E 
and building A will need new gutters, downspouts and heat cable in gutters.  
 
Mike discussed the four options he will present to Mountain Chalet and the board for consideration: 
 Option 1—Building A costs 
 Option 2—Building E costs 



 Option 3---Building B costs looking at finishing heat cable needed for units 494 and 496 with no 
work to gutters 
 Option 4---Miscellaneous repairs as noted and outlined after walking around entire property. 
This would include bird spikes, etc. 
 
The goal with this would be to get the association back to par conditions and eliminate the need for 
more/new heat cable. 
 
Chad discussed the plan that once building A is super insulated then the plan moving forward will be to 
tie up any loose ends with gutter and heat tape for those two buildings. This should result in much less 
snow and ice removal going forward. There may still be a need for some removal depending on volume 
of snow, wind, drifting, etc. Chad did indicate that the difference in savings for building E was not as 
significant as predicted but that could due to existing heat cable issues as brought up by TRC.  
 
Chad told the group that MCPM had met onsite earlier in the year with a representative from Hot Edge 
to explore that option as well for Base Camp. Jeff Johnston then led a discussion on the advantages and 
disadvantages of Hot Edge. Jeff told the group that TRC has installed quite a bit of Hot Edge at projects 
in Grand County. Jeff indicated that Hot Edge is very effective in taking care of icicle buildup. It is not as 
effective in dealing with ice dams and ice buildup as it does not produce enough heat transfer. Jeff felt 
that using heat cable in a zig-zag fashion is more effective in mitigating ice dam buildups. Mike did add 
that if Hot Edge is installed now (retrofitted) you will need to remove shingles which results in additional 
labor costs. He suggested it may be a better idea when re-roofing. Don Jermain provided feedback that 
it was his understanding that Hot Edge could be installed right over shingles without having to remove 
any. Mike replied that he had little confidence in putting Hot Edge over shingles and caulking. There is 
still a need for interlacing the shingles with the Hot Edge. 
 
There was discussion on whether super insulation in high altitude environments is beneficial and cost 
effective. Jeff indicated that his personal experience with many years showed that it is beneficial. Linda 
pointed out that her building is not eligible for super insulation due to the cathedral ceilings until the 
roof is replaced.  
 
Richard indicated that his gas fireplace often goes out and was told that it may be due to blockage of 
snow in the roof vent. Eric asked that MCPM be notified by the fireplace company as to when they may 
get on the roof to evaluate the venting problem and to provide evidence of insurance to MCPM.  
 
Mike and Jeff left the meeting at 10:41 AM. 
 
APPROVAL OF 2017 ANNUAL MEETING MINUTES 
There was a motion made and a second to approve the meeting minutes as presented from the 2017 
annual meeting. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
PROPERTY MANAGER REPORT 
Chad pointed out that it has been almost a year since MCPM took over the management of Base Camp. 
He stated that it has been a real pleasure working with the Board and getting to know everyone.  
 
Chad thanked Mike and Jeff with TRC again for the great job they have done over the past year and that 
MCPM will continue to work with them going forward. MCPM will be accessing garages in the next few 
weeks to make sure heat tape is on and working. 



 
Nancy thanked the MCPM team for their hard work with snow removal this past winter.  
 
The irrigation system has been winterized. MCPM has coordinated with Glo on the flower prep and has 
enjoyed working with her. 
 
MCPM has done some routine tightening of the corridor steps and railings. 
 
MCPM had Waste Management swap out the dumpster enclosure. 
 
Window cleaning was completed by Mountain View Cleaning at the end of September. The feedback 
was that they did a great job. 
 
Linda pointed out that the bird dropping situation by unit 472 has gotten very bad. MCPM will 
investigate. 
 
There were multiple compliments from the group that MCPM is doing a fabulous job.  
 
FINANCIAL REPORT 
Janet presented the financial report. She reviewed the year to date financial statements for 2018 which 
were included in the meeting packet. Janet pointed out that there was a large expense for a snow melt 
expansion tank that was needed.  
Janet presented the 2019 budget that had been approved already by the board. She pointed out that 
the insurance premium had risen substantially but that this is common right now in our area. She 
reviewed the budget line by line.  
Don did ask about the gas expense associated with the boiler system for the heated driveway and that it 
seemed high. Eric said that MCPM will keep a close eye on this as we enter the second winter for Base 
Camp.  
Janet summarized the capital reserve fund spreadsheet.  
 
BUDGET RATIFICATION 
There was a motion made to ratify the budget as presented. There was a second. The motion passed 
unanimously. 
 
ELECTIONS 
Eric stated that all three board member positions are up for election. All three board members have 
indicated their willingness to serve again. Eric thanked them for their time and willingness to run again. 
Eric asked for any nominations from the floor for those wanting to serve. There were no nominations. 
There was a motion to approve all three existing board members for another term by acclimation. The 
motion was seconded. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
TAX RESOLUTION 
Janet described why there is a need to pass an excess income tax resolution each year. A motion was 
made to pass an excess income tax resolution per IRS guidelines. The motion was seconded. The 
motion passed unanimously.  
 
OPEN FORUM 
None. 



 
2019 ANNUAL MEETING DATE 
Tuesday, October 1, 2019 10:00 AM 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
There being no further business to discuss, a motion was made to adjourn the meeting and seconded. 
The motion passed unanimously at 11:05 AM. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


